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population has dwindled. Further, except in the
North-east, the urban population of Ireland adds little
to the national output of wealth* The towns are not
centres of manufacture, but of distribution : markets
and ports for a country of agricultural production.
Yet though Ireland is a country of country people,
not of townspeople, the Irish, when they emigrate,
almost always settle in cities : and this is even truer
of the old inhabitants than of the Anglo-Irish. Irish
farmers in Canada or the United States are not very
numerous, but a very large proportion of them are
Ulstermen.
In truth, though Ireland is generally described as
an agricultural country, it should be more. properly
spoken of as pastoral Its main industry . is food-
production ; yet it does not grow ail the food it
requires. Its characteristic excellence lies in cattle-
raising. Grass grows in it better and more freely
than almost anywhere else in Europe. The soil is
generally, and over large areas, extremely productive ;
the moist climate and absence of frost keep vegetation
active over a great part of the year, On the other
hand, tillage is always carried on at great risk because
there is not enough dry sunny weather to give the
best kind of grain, and the frequency of heavy rain in
harvest-time makes saving the crop difficult. A man
with a considerable extent of land can be sure of a
profit by simply turning cattle on to convert the
natural growth of grass into wealth that can walk to
its market: the outlay of labour or capital involved
is very small. To put the same land under tillage,
even partially, produces larger returns but needs
much larger outlay, and the risk of loss from bad
weather is much enhanced.
These facts have had immense influence on the
whole life of Ireland: and they have to be taken in
conjunction with the neighbourhood of Great Britain,
the world's best market for meat. Climate and soil
have determined the distribution of Ireland's popula-

